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[F2lan the Last Meeting
Irteen members attended the
September meeting of the Club.
How time flies - this was the 7th
meeting we have now
conducted.
It was pleasing to welcome along
new member Destry Schrock
and visitor graham York.
Graham brought along a
messenger bike.
As our Club grows we are
getting more letters coming in as
well as going out.
The Veteran Car Club sent in a
letter of thanks for the display at
th4. a r d sent in a copy of a bike
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Without going into the details of
the Club's finances, it is suffice
to say that at the time of the
meeting we had $385.95 in the
bank!: W e have 17 financial
members.

EVENTS REPORTS:
Phil Harris reported on the
Angove St, North Perth
community day and Mery
Thompson on the Spring in the
Valley day. W e received a
donation for this one also. Both
were well received.
cCr GENERAL BUSINESS:
A discussion was held regarding
a club logo and letter head.
Three under consideration
include the one on the top of
Spoke'n Word; K Ward's 3 bike
symbols and M Thompson's
combination. Thought was also
given to involving a graphic
artist.
Alan Naber told of his visit to
Europe and England (on
crutches) and of his participation
in the 60 mile run to Brighton.
Graham York who attended the
club for the first time brought
along his beautifully restored
messenger cycle and gave a
brief talk on its restoration.
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- October 1 9 9 9
y't
, items of interest at the
Other
meeting included:- ( _
Old bicycle thornproof tyre & a
copy of "100 Years of Penny
Farming" a rare book by Mason.
Both brought along by President
Merv.
Spike Jones bought in a bike
carrier support frame which he
found years ago on the
Meekatharra tip and has now
restored.
David Clark displayed a fine
collection of photos taken at
recent club meetings and
displays held at the VCC. These
will be kept for future displays
and exhibitions.

I
CSun 24 Oct - Ellenbrook Bike
Ride - barbecue & prizes O
information
from Phil Harris
M
i
5/6 November - Canning Show lmembers
to phone Geoff Moor
ion 9397 5515 a/h. Cycles to go
finto hall on Thurs 4 Nov in
fevening and be collected on Sun
7th November in morning.
E
v
e26 Feb - Penny Farthing world
champioships at Evandale Tas.
n
tMarch 2000 - opening of
Graham Farmer tunnel.
s
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Sunday Windy
Sundsry 2 6
September 1 9 9 9
What a day!! Scheduled for a
10am get together with a 10.30
start at Burswood we all
managed to get there more or
less on time. W e had along:2 Tricycles
2 Ordinaries
2 Moultons
1Sinclair
1Delivery bike
1Strida
1Recumbent
1Modern
Needless to say, plenty of
photographs were taken of the
assembled masses.
It was a time of some mirth as
the photographer, graham
BUrchett of the Main Roads
Department, suggested that the
ordinaries (penny farthings) were
mounted by their rider and
remained stationary for the
photos. Particularly difficult as
he would not let me (a penny
farthing rider) keep my glasses
on. I could not see the ground
let alone put one foot on it whilst
mounted on a penny farthing!
The only one unperturbed by the
whole process, was the penguin
(seatedin his resplendent
seating) behind Nicky's ordinary.

towing a matching coloured
trailer with the penguin in his
rightful place.
I (Malcolm) rode my penny
with Phil on his delivery cycle
and David (I am using the motor)
rode the Sinclair C5. Gareth
was on a recreation recumbent
and Julie was on a modem_
The wind was somewhat higher
than we would have liked but the
procession proceeded to the
Mends Street jetty and return.
Heaven help anyone who might
have ventured on to the path
without looking as at one stage
the rate of progress was rather
brisk. (Editor's Note: I heard that
at one stage the wind was so
strong that when the tricycles
stopped they were blown
backwards!!)
On our return to the picnic area
we were joined by Alan and
wendy. Everyone enjoyed the
day despite the wind and rain.
Riders were seen departing in all
directions sampling the ride of
the other types of borrowed
machinery. Someone was even
seen riding a Strida with a
plaster cast on his leg. I believe
I speak for all the assembled
masses in saying that we
enjoyed the jaunt despite the
inclement weather.
Malcolm

Mery was riding his large
wheeled three wheeler and
displaying all the prowess of
someone who sits in such a
position. D a w n was riding a
1930's three wheeler.

31st October - bike display and
coffee at Cafe Fremantle "Cycle
Instead".

Nicky rode her penny farthing

Bike West will be launching a

M o r e Ilvents
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new promotion campaign. Let's
join David Doust and his
encumbent friends at Fremantle.
More details at the next meeting.

Welcome to new
members
Jan Dickenson
Graham York of Leeming
BIKES
Ain't it fascinating what you can
find on the Internet!!
The Hobby Horse
The Hobby Horse is also known
as the Dandy and by the posher
name of Velocipede.
The hobby horse was the first
mode of transport on two
wheels. The simplest and
earliest horse was invented by a
Compte de Sivrac and he first
rode it in the gardens of the
Palais Royal in Paris, 1791. The
first hobby horse to be sold and
maae more than once was
invented in Germany, 1817.
The first hobby horse had no
steering and the wheels were
only joined by a wooden beam. It
moved by the rider pushing his
feet along the ground which
made uphill almost impossible.
Whereas the later version had
steering, a saddle attached with
a spring for comfort, foot rests,
and an adjustment on the back i
wheel to allow for different
lengths of leg.
The average speed was about
10 mph.
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Bicycle Accessories Development
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1860 First Brake:- A leather pad pressed onto the side of the Velocipede
wheel by pulling a cord.
1868 I n Paris Show a primitive Freewheel and Variable gears were shown.
1874 Starley introduced Tangential Spoldng.
1887 First fitted Bell appeared on the Starley Rover.
1888 Dunlop Produced the Pneumatic Tyre.
1891 Michelin produced detachable Tyres
1892 John Palmer presented the cotton cord tyre
1893 Tandem frame design perfected..
1895 Jean Loubeyre of Paris patented the first Derailleur gear.
1896 E.H.Hodgldnson invented the Gradient 3 Speed Gear.The Sprocket
cluster slid sideways with the smallest sprocket on the inside which slid
inside the hub when engaging the larger sprockets to keep the chain in
line. Plunger brakes fitted to suit solid tyres.
Thomas Johnson of America patented his 2 Speed Hub Gear,which
influenced William Reilly to patent his practical 2 Speed Hub.Gear.
Reilly arranged with James Archer to take out Patents on Hub Gears.
1897 Freewheels fitted to the Bicycle.
1899 Back Pedal Brakes presented.
1901 Henry Sturmey held similar hub gear patents to Reilly and Archer
which resulted in Reilly, Archer and Sturmey combining to form
the Sturmey Archer Hub Gears
1907 Due to the heavy demands Raleigh licenced B.S.A. to manufacture
the Sturmey Archer 3 Speed Hub Gear.
1930s Revolutionary short wheelbased frames presented
SAXON,BAINES,MANXMAN,HETCBINS,BATES,PARIS.
1933 Quick release Hubs appeared.
1936 3/32 narrow chain and 5 Speed Clusters arrived.
1937 Derailleur Gears introduced in the Tour de France resulting in large
bunch finishes which created faster and tougher stages.
1938 Derailleurs were in great demand, and Oscar Egg presented his
"OSGEAR" 4 & 5 Speed gear with 3/32 drive claimed to be the lightest
gear made It was a very popular gear but due to the 1939/1945 War
production did not take place till late 1945.
1946 Front Derailleur first used for racing. This doubled up the number of
gear ratios available but incompatible with the Osgear
This made the Osgear a 4 or 5 Speed gear with the opposition offering
8 and 10 speed gears.
1962 Alexander Moulton an English Engineer presented a soundly designed
completely new Bicycle ,using Cross frame construction with 16 inch
wheels. To reduce inertia he used 120 P.S.I. tyre pressure
This started a flow of simular small wheel designs but Moulton
patented suspension gave him the edge on his opposition.
1984 Francesco Moser broke the World 1 Hour record
The Low Profile Bike with closed disc wheels started an upsurge of
Aerodynamics designs which is still ongoing
1987 Indexed Gearing, Clip in Pedals,to replace Toeclips
1990 Cycling Computers and Cycling Heart rate Monitors
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JOHN BOYD DUNLOP
1840/1921
John Boyd Dunlop revolutionised Transportation by his presentation of his pneumatic
tyre which he developed through experiments to make a more comfortable ride for his
son with his Boneshaker tricycle.
He was born in Dreghom Ayrshire Scotland and was a Veterinary Surgeon in Belfast.
In 1887.
Starting with water filled hose.pipe he progressed till he made a canvas wrapped
inflated rubber tube,with canvas reinforcement,a one way valve to inflate and a tread
for wear The tyre was covered with rubber solution to attach to the wheel rim.
The tyre was initially too bulky so a special bike had to be built with wide forks.
It is recorded that the tyres were fitted to an Edlin Quadrant Bicycle, on the
28 February 1888'The tyre was then presented after he had taken out a Patent.
The first reaction was of mockery."Pudding" " Wind bag" "Bladder Tyres".
Then the Patents Office rejected his Patent application as it was found that a Patent
had been taken out by R.W.Thompson in 1845.for a leather covered Pneumatic tube,
for horse drawn carriages wheels.
Dunlop won the case arguing that his was only one application of thePneumatic
principle.
In the next few years the Trade went mad Tyre manufacturers sprung up everywhere
with unbelievable claims of their tyres ability and superiority to their opposition.
The speed and comfort of the safety bicycle fitted with Pneumatic tyres made cycling
available to everybody,
In 1891 Edouard Michelin of France produced the Removable tubeless Tyre.
And other manufacturers followed.
By 1895 all Bicycles sold were fitted with Pneumatic Tyres.
The 1892 Trade Journal carried Advertising by some 10 Tyre manufacturers
Duplex Rim & Tyres.
Seddens Pneumatic Tyres
James Pneumatic Tyres
Olympic Pneumatic Tyres.
Heales Pneumatic Tyres.
Preston Davies Pneumatic Tyres.
Bins Pneumatic Tyres
Bates Pneumatic Tyres
Silvertown Pneumatic Tyres Parkin & Wright Pneumatic Tyres.
The long battle between the Penny Farthing and the Safety Bike ( Bone Shaker)
was resolved when the Safety Bike was fitted with Pneumatic Tyres and was
converted from a Bone Shaker to a comfort machine.
The popularity of the Penny Farthing waned due to the huge demand for these new
comfort machines.
Between 1892 and 1900 220,000 Bikes were sold in W.A. with 180 different Brands
They were mainly imported from England and Canada due to their advanced mass
production facilities.
Massey Harris (Todays Farming Machinery Manufacturer) were the Canadian
suppliers and Percy WAnnstrong (The originator of the Beverley to Perth cycling
Classic) was the first to import the English New Rapid Bicycle
In 1895 advertising claims were made that the West Australian firm of Davis Franklin
had been manufacturing Bicycles exclusively for twenty years.

